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Abstract: The protocols in underwater acoustic wireless sensor networks (UAWSNs) that address
reliability in packets forwarding usually consider the connectivity of the routing paths up to
one- or two-hops. Since senor nodes are connected with one another using other nodes in their
neighborhood, such protocols have compromised reliability. It is because these protocols do
not guarantee the presence of neighbors beyond the selected one- or two-hops for connectivity
and path establishment. This is further worsened by the harshness and unpredictability of the
underwater scenario. In addition, establishment of the routing paths usually requires the nodes’
undersea geographical locations, which is infeasible because currents in water cause the nodes to
move from one position to another. To overcome these challenges, this paper presents two routing
schemes for UAWSNs: reliability-aware routing (RAR) and reliability-aware cooperative routing
with adaptive amplification (RACAA). RAR considers complete path connectivity to advance packets
to sea surface. This overcomes packets loss when connectivity is not established and forwarder
nodes are not available for data routing. For all the established paths, the probability of successfully
transmitting data packets is calculated. This avoids the adverse channel effects. However, sea channel
is unpredictable and fluctuating and its properties may change after its computation and prior to
information transmission. Therefore, cooperative routing is introduced to RAR with adaptive power
control of relays, which makes the RACCA protocol. In RACAA, a relay node increases its transmit
power than normal when the error in the data; it receives from the sender, is more than 50% before
transferring it further to destination. This further increases the reliability when such packets are
forwarded. Unlike the conventional approach, the proposed protocols are independent of knowing
the geographical locations of nodes in establishing the routes, which is computationally challenging
due to nodes’ movements with ocean currents and tides. Simulation results exhibit that RAR and
RACAA outperform the counterpart scheme in delivering packets to the water surface.

Keywords: reliability-aware routing (RAR); reliability-aware cooperative routing with adaptive
amplification (RACAA); reliability; underwater; routing

1. Introduction

Reliability-aware routing for underwater acoustic wireless sensor networks (UAWSNs) is of
utmost importance. It is because the harsh and unpredictable underwater environment challenges
packets transfer to the end target (usually a single or more sink nodes located at the surface of
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water). Underwater routing protocols involving reliability ensure that packets are routed to the sink
with minimum corruption by the adverse channel effects or the unavailability of the intermediate
relay nodes [1]. This, in effect, enhances the probability that packets are received successfully at the
sink. These protocols are particularly important to be applied in undersea tasks like military spying,
prediction and prevention of a disaster such as Tsunami, earthquake and rescue operations [2,3].

The existing protocols that address reliability in routing for UAWSNs have several demerits [4–7].
Firstly, they do not consider the connectivity of the complete routing paths towards water surface.
A source node at the bottom selects a neighbor as a forwarder and blindly forwards data packets
to it irrespective of whether the selected relay node has further more neighbors or not for packets
forwarding. Although the protocol proposed in [5] considers the number of neighbors of the relay
nodes for path connectivity, it does not check the connectivity of the complete path towards water
surface. This selects routing paths that are not connected to the water surface for reliable packets
delivery. As a result, these protocols are subjected to packets loss during data routing. Secondly, even if
some paths are connected to the water surface for data delivery, the reliability of such paths is not
evaluated before packets transfer. This further threatens the reliable packets routing. Consequently,
reliability in packets delivery is compromised in these protocols, which is of serious concern in the
harsh and unpredictable underwater environment.

Transferring packets reliably to the sink node in UAWSNs inherently carries several challenges [8].
The battery power of sensors nodes in these networks is limited and usually replacing batteries is
costly. Therefore, low depth nodes are preferred for data routing as they are close to sink node at the
water surface. As a result, such low depth nodes are subjected to early death due to early loss of battery
power. With the death of low depth nodes, reliable paths are difficult to construct for data routing
since dead nodes cannot forward data packets. In addition, the underwater scenario is associated
with harshness and unpredictability. The condition of a link may change soon after its computation
by a source node and prior to the initiation of data transfer [9]. This falsely estimates the channel
and, therefore, interrupts reliable transfer of packets to the desired node. Moreover, construction of
reliable paths for data routing involves the geographical locations of nodes to be known [10], which is
cumbersome as the coordinates constantly change when nodes move with ocean currents.

This paper proposes the RAR and RACAA routing protocols for UAWSNs. Unlike the existing
protocols addressing packets reliability as described above, the RAR checks the connectivity and
availability of all the possible routing paths towards the water surface prior to packets transmission.
This reduces packets loss due to disconnected paths where connectivity of nodes with water surface
cannot be established. A path with no connectivity is the one that lacks the presence of forwarder
nodes for data routing or when forwarders nodes are dead. To mitigate the adverse channel effects,
the probability of successfully transmitting data packets over each path is computed. A routing path
that has connectivity from the bottom to the water surface with the highest probability of successfully
transmitting data packets is chosen for data routing. This, unlike the usual approach that only
considers path selection, further adds reliability in packets routing. The undersea channel is harsh
and fluctuating and the properties of a routing link may change after its computation and prior to
initiation of information transmission. Therefore, cooperative routing with adaptive power control
of relay nodes is added to the RAR protocol that makes the RACAA protocol. The RACAA protocol
functions in the same manner as the RAR protocol except that it involves cooperative routing with
adaptive amplification. In cooperative routing with adaptive amplification, a relay node increases its
transmit power beyond the normal value when error in the data, it receives from source, is greater
than 50% (a certain threshold) before further transferring it to destination. The proposed protocols are
free of the requirement of nodes’ position coordinates, as obtaining such coordinates is challenging
in sea as nodes move with ocean currents. Both RAR and RACAA schemes perform better than the
counterpart scheme in packets transfer to sea surface as backed by simulation results.

To summarize, this paper has the following contributions:
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• A reliability-aware routing (RAR) protocol is proposed for UAWSNs that considers the
connectivity of the complete paths towards water surface rather than finding the conventional
one- or two-hops neighbors. In addition, the probability of successfully transmitting a packet
is computed for every chosen path. A path that is connected with water surface with the
highest probability of successfully transmitting a packet is chosen as the path for data routing.
These strategies overcome packets loss and enhance the probability of transferring packets to end
destination with low delay as backed by simulation results.

• The underwater is a harsh medium with uncertainty. The condition of a routing link may change
just before its computation and prior to information transmission, which may corrupt data packets.
To counteract the effect of data corruption, cooperative routing with adaptive power control is
combined with the RAR scheme that makes the RACAA scheme. In RACCA, a relay node is able
to enhance its power level beyond the normal value if it finds that data packets have more than
50% error. With increased power level, data packets are less prone to corruption by sea channel,
as backed by simulation results. This strategy is different from the existing cooperative routing
schemes where relay advances packets with fixed power and irrespective of channel conditions.

• Both RAR and RACAA schemes make use of physical distance calculation using hello packets.
This eliminates the need for knowing geographical positions of nodes within the sea as required
in the conventional approach, which is challenging and cumbersome as nodes move with
ocean tides.

• Based on performance evaluation, the RAR protocol can be used for applications involving
reliability with time efficiency. That is, the RAR protocol is capable of high packets delivery
in a short span of time. This makes it a first choice of underwater applications that require
high throughput with minimal latency. Such applications include, for instance, naval warfare,
under sea disaster prediction and prevention. On the other hand, the RACAA protocol can
be used in applications involving reliability with delay tolerance, which means applications
requiring high data throughput without taking into account the high delay associated with
RACAA. Such applications include, for instance, sea bed exploration for mine reservoirs, water
quality and pollution monitoring.

2. Related Work

This section describes routing protocols for UAWSNs that ensure reliability in packets delivery.
The protocol in [5] considers reliable paths towards water surface in addition to interference by
computing a cost function for every node. Computation of the cost function involves the physical
distance between source and potential forwarder node, hop count of the potential forwarder from
the sink and neighbor count of the forwarder node. The chosen forwarder node is the one with the
smallest neighbor count and hops from water surface. The protocol achieves reliability in packets
delivery to the sink node. However, it requires constant transmission of hello packets from the sink
node that increases delay and energy consumption. In addition, the computation of the cost function
involves too many parameters which compromises its computational efficiency.

The protocol proposed in [11] ensures reliable delivery of data packets by following two strategies.
The first strategy ensures that every sensor node has a unique packet holding time so that sensor
nodes do not forward packets simultaneously. This overcomes interference and, in effect, increases
reliability in data transfer to the water surface. The second strategy allows a sensor node to increase its
transmission range in the situation when no neighbor exists. The increase in transmission range
is limited unless the sensor node finds one or more neighbor nodes. This overcomes packets
drop and, in turn, enhances reliability in packets delivery. However, the protocol has high energy
consumption when a sensor node increases its transmission range as more power is consumed in
this case. In addition, a node may not find one or more neighbor nodes despite of the increased
transmission range when few nodes are present in the network.
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The grid-based adaptive routing protocol (GARP) [12] achieves reliable packets routing by
dividing the entire network into grid cells. A node in one grid cell transmits packets to a node
in another grid cell. When the connectivity of an existing path breaks, alternative paths are established
for reliable packets transfer. However, the protocol performance is optimal only when the number of
nodes in a grid cell is below a certain threshold. This limits the scalability and density of the network.

Connecting disjoint paths to establish routes for reliable data transfer is accomplished in [13].
Nodes communicate using request and reply messages to update each other about the desired
information. This information is combined with the forward ratio to establish routes for data transfer.
The designed protocol is also environment friendly and protects the marine animals during data
forwarding. However, updating information about disconnected routes is cumbersome when nodes
are far apart and when nodes move with ocean currents. To cope with the adverse channel conditions,
the protocol proposed in [14] combines cooperative routing with opportunistic routing. Cooperative
routing ensures reliability by receiving more than one a single copy of identical data packets at
destination. Opportunistic routing avoids burden on specific low depth nodes. However, the protocol
does not check the connectivity of the paths over which the packets are forwarded. Consequently,
reliability is not guaranteed beyond one-hop neighbors of the source nodes.

The protocol proposed in [15] considers the underwater network as a cube and subdivides it into
smaller cubes. Every cube has a cluster head selected based on the power it retains and its distance
from the surface. Within every cube, selection of a relay node is accomplished on the bases of the
existing power content of the battery, delay and distance from the water surface. The protocol ensures
that the sink reliably receives packets. However, network is collapsed when the cluster head is dead.
The authors in [16] argue that network coding and depth-based routing together improve the energy
consumption, delay and reliability in packets transmission. However, sensor nodes are uniformly
deployed and this state is difficult to maintain as nodes move with ocean tides.

The proposed RAR and RACAA schemes are different and unique from the existing schemes
in that they both consider the connectivity of the complete path to water surface in routing packets.
In addition, they both calculate the probability of successfully advancing packets over a route under
consideration for routing. These strategies collectively enhance the packets delivery to sea surface.
Furthermore, RACAA also adds cooperative routing to packets delivery. In this type of routing,
a destination gets multiple data copies: from an original data broadcasting node and an intermediate
relay node. The destination then combines these packets to extract the meaningful data.

3. RAR: Reliability-Aware Routing

This section provides an in-depth analysis of the reliability-aware routing scheme.

3.1. Network Structure and Nodes’ Deployment

The proposed network is a cube that starts from the surface of the water and ends at a depth of
500 m as shown in Figure 1. Within the network, senor nodes deployment is random, which is due
to the reason that attributes that are to be sensed may occur at any part of the network and are not
specific to any particular region of the network. Also, due to random deployment of nodes, the density
of the nodes may vary in different parts of the network.

On account of greater attenuation of the radio waves in water, nodes involve acoustic signals
to interact. Sink is hoisted at network’s uppermost cental surface as a master node that establishes
communications with sensor nodes using acoustic waves. It gets data from nodes and advances
it to the onshore data center. The onshore center gets packets from sink node by radio waves as
it is the terrestrial environment where radio waves are generally used for fast communications.
Unlike the usual approach that deploys two sensor nodes at network bottom to detect an attribute
of interest [17], the proposed scheme assumes that detection of an attribute can be accomplished by
every node. It provides greater coverage area in terms of detecting an attribute or event of interest.
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Since every node has a limited communication range, packets routing to sink by a node is achieved
using multi-hopping, in case sink is beyond the node’s range of communication.

500 m

5
0
0

m

500m

Surface sink node

Onshore monitoring 

center

RF link

: Sensor node

Figure 1. Network model.

3.2. Determination of Neighbors and Their Information

Nodes’ deployment follows broadcasting of a hello packet by every sensor node. Initially, a hello
packet comprises of the unique ID of the broadcasting node and its depth value. The depth value is
known to every node using pressure sensor. After broadcasting the hello packet, every node waits for a
preset particular interval of time to hear in response from its neighbors. This waiting interval is double
of the time in which the hello packet reaches the farthest neighbor node from the broadcasting node
plus the processing delay of the broadcasting node and its receiving neighbor. The double of the time
from the broadcasting node to its farthest neighbor signifies the time of the two-way journey from the
broadcasting node to the farthest neighbor and the corresponding reply the broadcasting node receives.
Since all nodes have almost the same design parameters at the manufacturing level, the processing
delay is assumed to be the same for all nodes. When a reply is not received within the predefined
threshold time, the hello packet is broadcasted by the node again. It declares no neighbor when it does
not receive any response even after it broadcasts the hello packet for the maximum number of times.

When a neighbor of the broadcasting node receives the hello packet, the node’s ID and depth
values are inserted in the hello packet by the node, which is then broadcasted. The original broadcasting
node receives this information. This process is repeated by every neighbor node. In this way, every
node receives the vital information about its neighbors and knows its number of neighbors.

After knowing the number of its neighbors, a hello packet is broadcasted again by every node.
This time the hello packet consists of the unique ID, depth and the neighbor count of the node that
broadcasts it. When this packet is received by a neighbor node of the broadcasting node, it rebroadcasts
the hello packet after inserting its own ID, depth and neighbor count. This process is repeated by every
node. This leads to sharing of IDs, depth and neighbors information even among the sensor nodes that
are not one-hop neighbors. Instead, such information is shared even among the multi-hop neighbors.
This process is elaborated in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, a hello packet is broadcasted by node 1 comprising of its ID, depth and number
of neighbor count denoted by (1, 100, 7), respectively. This hello packet is different from the hello
packet initially broadcasted by the sensor nodes just after deployment that contained broadcasting
node’s ID and its depth. The hello packet broadcasted by node 1 is received by node 2 through the
node A that acts as a relay node between node 1 and node 2. Node 2 adds its own information to the
hello packet it receives from node 1 and broadcasts the extended hello packet. The extended hello
packet now contains information about node 1 and node 2 as denoted by (1, 100, 7) and (2, 225, 4),
respectively. Finally, node 3 receives the extended hello packet through the relay node B, inserts its
own information and broadcasts it in the form (1, 100, 7)(2, 225, 4)(3, 350, 2). In this way, node 3 gets
the vital information about its two-hops neighbor (node 1), in addition to its one-hop neighbor (node
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2). In a similar fashion, node 1 also gets vital information about node 3, which is not shown in Figure 2
for simplicity. Every node performs this process and, in effect, every node gets information about the
depth, IDs and neighbor count of its one- and multi-hop neighbors. This information is very critical in
building reliable trajectories towards the water surface, as explained later.

1

A

2

B

3

ID = 1

Depth = 100 m

Neighbors = 7

ID = 2

Depth = 225 m

Neighbors = 4

ID = 3

Depth = 350 m

Neighbors = 2

(1, 100, 7)

(1, 100, 7) (2, 225, 4)

(1, 100, 7) (2, 225, 4) (3, 350, 2)

(Node ID, Depth, No of Neighbors)Hello packet format :

:  Broadcasting node : Relay node :  Broadcasting nodes’ mutual relay

Figure 2. Strategy for sharing ID, depth and neighbors information among one-and-multi-hop neighbor
sensor nodes.

To overcome redundant data transfer within a hello packet, every node uses a history buffer.
As soon as a node gets a hello packet from a neighbor, it extracts the information about the ID, depth
and neighbor count of the neighbor and saves it in a history buffer. Every node checks its history buffer
so that only information about the nodes not in its history buffer are extracted and saved. This strategy
reduces saving of redundant information as the history buffer has a limited capacity, although it can
save important data of the total nodes in the network. This helps in identification of the reliable routing
paths during data forwarding phase. Because sensor nodes move with ocean currents and die too
due to battery depletion, they exchange hello packets after regular intervals of time to save energy
and remain updated about the vital information of one another. It is because not updating the vital
information of the sensor nodes leads to wrong routes selection during data forwarding.

3.3. Calculation of Physical Distance

After the sensor nodes exchange the vital information within a predefined interval of time,
a control packet is sent by sink comprising of its own ID and the time of transmission. A node that
receives this packet computes the distance by which it is apart from the sink using the time of reception
of the packet [18]. The computed distance is then incorporated within the packet along with the ID and
time of transmission by the broadcaster node. This process is repeated in the same manner as in Figure 2.
However, this process is different from Figure 2 in that the packet is generated by the sink node at
the top of the water surface. In this way, all nodes come to know physical distance of one another
from the sink node as well as their mutual physical distance from one another. Such information later
helps in building the reliable paths during data routing. The suppression of redundant packets in this
case follows the same strategy as in Figure 2. The hello packet sent by the sink node is expired after
the preset interval of time. This interval of time is set in such a way that even the farthest node in the
network receives the hello packet.

3.4. Data Routing

When data is ready for transmission, a sensor node sends it directly to the sink node if
the latter locates within its communication range. Otherwise, the node chooses multi-hopping.
For multi-hopping, the sensor nodes select relay nodes in their neighborhood. Relay nodes posses the
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minimum depth. Selecting a relay node is accomplished by every node that has to advance data to
another node. In multi-hopping, every senor node, that has to transmit data, computes all the paths
from itself to the water surface through relay nodes. A path in which a relay node is absent from the
sensor node to the water surface is discarded. It is because such a path does not provide connectivity to
the water surface. This lack of connectivity results in loss of data packets along such a path, if selected.
The information about the connectivity of a path and the availability of the relay nodes is already
obtained during the exchange of hello packets.

After a sensor node selects all the connected paths from itself towards the water surface,
the probability of error is estimated for every link that involves calculation of the average
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Two nodes that are separated by a distance d and communicate using an
acoustic signal of frequency f have an average SNR γ̄(d, f ) as [19]

γ̄(d, f ) =
Eb/A(d, f )
N( f )× B

(1)

where Eb, A(d, f ), N and B represent the average energy required in transmitting a single bit,
attenuation, noise power density and the acoustic bandwidth, respectively. Fading in underwater
environment can be modeled by the small scale Rayleigh fading [19]. Since, the channel fading
inherently exhibits the exponential probability density function, the corresponding average SNR also
exhibits the exponential probability density function, which for a specific value Γ of the SNR, is defined
by [19]

fγ̄(Γ) =
1
γ̄

e
−Γ
γ̄ (2)

for which the error probability, pe, is the integral of the product of the error probability at a particular
value of the SNR, pe(Γ), times the corresponding density function at that SNR [19], i.e.,

pe =
∫ ∞

0
pe(Γ) fγ̄ (Γ)d Γ. (3)

The proposed schemes use BPSK modulation as in [19] for which the error probability is

pe =
1
2

(
1 −

√
(

γ̄

1 + γ̄
)

)
(4)

and the corresponding probability of successfully delivering a single packet between nodes separated
by a distance d is [19]

ps = (1 − pe)
k (5)

where k is the size of a single packet. For data routing, a sensor node selects the link that is connected
from itself towards the water surface and has the highest probability of successfully delivering
data packets.

4. RACAA: Reliability-Aware Cooperative Routing with Adaptive Amplification

The RAR scheme advances data over a single link. Such a link may not be reliable always as
the sea channel is harsh and unpredictable and its status may change after its computation and prior
to information transmission. Therefore, to evaluate whether or not information is advanced over a
reliable link, cooperative routing with adaptive power of relay nodes is added to RAR that makes the
RACAA scheme. The description of the RACCA scheme is the same as the RAR scheme, except that
the former uses cooperative routing with adaptive amplification of the received signal by the relay
nodes. In adaptive amplification, a relay node increases its transmit power in forwarding information
to destination when the error probability is above a certain threshold. The next section provides a
detailed description of RACAA.
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Cooperative Routing with Adaptive Amplification

In cooperative routing, data packets are broadcasted by a source node S and are received by a
relay node R and a destination node D. At least a single relay node R between S and D also receives
the broadcasted information. Such information is then transferred from R to D that combines the two
copies of information to extract the desired information [20].

A data symbol x broadcasted by S is received by D as [20]

ySD = hSDx + nSD (6)

where ySD is the signal received at D, hSD is the gain of the channel from S to D and nSD represents
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) along the S − D link. The source broadcasted data symbol
x, when received by R, is given as [20]

ySR = hSRx + nSR (7)

where ySR is the signal received at R, hSR is the gain of the channel from S to R and nSR is the AWGN
along the S − R link. Adaptive amplification implies that at R, the received signal is amplified before
transferring it to D when the error probability is above 50% (a certain threshold) and is given by [20]

yRD = A2hRDySR + nRD (8)

where yRD is the signal that D receives from R, hRD is the gain of the channel along the along the
R − D link and nRD is the AWGN along the R to D link. The symbol A2 denotes the factor by which
the ySR signal is amplified by R and is mathematically defined by [20]

A2 =
ρ

Psh2
SR + σ2

(9)

where the constant ρ equals either unity or the transmit power PR of the relay R. The proposed scheme
takes ρ = PR and adjusts PR according to the bit error probability computed above. If the bit error
probability of the packets at R is above 50%, this indicates unfavorable channel conditions. Therefore,
the relay increases its transmit power to the maximum, otherwise it forwards packets to D with normal
power. The increase in power of the relay helps in mitigating the the channel effects by increasing the
SNR and, therefor, decreasing the bit error probability.

For the accomplishment of cooperative routing, at least three nodes are necessary to exist.
They are: source, relay and destination nodes. Packets are generated and broadcasted by the source,
which are received by the relay and destination. In RAR scheme, the destination node was not involved.
Instead, data packets were broadcasted by a source and received by a relay, which further forwarded
it towards end destination. The choice of relay node was made by source, which used to choose a
lowest depth neighbor node as a relay. However, with cooperative routing in RACAA, source chooses
a lowest depth neighbor as an intermediate destination. The relay node in RACCA is the one that has
the lowest depth after the destination node and be a mutual neighbor of the source-destination pair.

In RACAA, the source broadcasted data packets are received by the destination and relay nodes.
The relay node then waits for the destination node to receive a request whether or not to forward
the same data packets to destination. The destination checks the error probability in data packets.
If this probability is below the threshold, the destination does not request the relay node. The relay
node knows this by not receiving a request from the destination node within the predefined interval
of time that leads to timer expiration of the relay node. The timer of the relay node (for receiving a
request from the destination node) starts as soon as the relay node receives the data packets from
the destination node. Relay and destination nodes are selected by the source node using the vital
information of nodes obtained by the exchange of hello packets.
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Figure 3 is the flow chart of RAR and RACAA schemes that indicates the way packets are
transferred to the water surface. It shows that deployment of nodes is followed by hello packets
exchange to share the vital information with one anther. The vital information includes the number of
neighbors, depth, ID and the physical distance by which a node is far from the surface sink. A source
node at the verge of transmitting data first checks the existence of its neighbor nodes. If it does
not find any neighbor, it checks again until the specified time for neighbors checking expires and,
consequently, information is dropped. However, if neighbors are found, the source node checks
that it has a connected path towards water surface. This is computed by looking at the number of
neighbor nodes of all the nodes (from the neighborhood of the source node to sea surface) using the
vital information of the sensor nodes obtained using hello packets exchange. If a connected path is
found, the the source node advances packets. This process carries on unless the packets reach water
surface or the timer is expired, which leads to dropping of packets.

Start

Nodes’ deployment

Exchange hello packet

Neighbors exist ?

Share IDs, depth and 

neighbor’s information

Find connected path with 

high success probability

Connected path

found ?

Source broadcasts 

packet

Relay receives

packet

Error probability 

in packet is

 50% 

Relay amplifies packet 

packet with normal 

power and sends

Relay amplifies packet 

packet with normal 

power and sends

EndDrop packet

Destination  receives 

packet

Timer is expired ?

No neighbor exists

Timer is expired ?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Figure 3. Flow chart of RAR and RACAA.

As shown in Figure 3, the RACCA scheme adds one more step to the routing process of RAR.
As soon as information packets are received by destination, it checks whether the error probability in
data is below a certain threshold. If it is so, destination further advances the data. Otherwise, it sends
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a request to the relay node to send the data to it. The source then combines all the copies of data,
from source and relay, and extracts the desired information. This process continues unless information
packets reach to surface sink.

5. Performance Evaluation

MATLAB is used as a simulation tool and the collected data is averaged over 50 cycles, as the
fluctuations in performance of all the schemes stopped at 50 cycles. Table 1 shows the parameters
taken into account during simulations.

Table 1. Simulation metrics.

Metric Extent

Node’s reception mode power consumption 0.8 W
Node’s transmit mode power consumption 2–4 W

Node’s idle mode power consumption 10 mW
Size of a single packet 50 B
Size of a hello packet 5 B
Transmission range 200 m
No of sensor nodes 300

Acoustic speed 1500 m/s
Network size 500 × 500 × 500

Data rate 10 kbps

The proposed protocols are compared with REEP protocol proposed in [4]. It is because reliability
in packets advancement is also addressed by REEP. For the sake of fair comparison, the mobility model
of nodes and the medium access control (MAC) protocols considered in REEP are also considered in
the proposed schemes. It is because to evaluate the performance of the schemes based on their defined
parameters only. The performance metrics are plotted against the rounds. A single round corresponds
to the time from the transmission of data packets by a single or multiple nodes unless they are either
received at water surface by the sink or dropped along the way.

Figure 4 depicts the packets count reaching successfully to water surface. The RACAA advances
the maximum number of packets to water surface. It is due to three reasons. Firstly, cooperative
routing transfers packets in RACAA over more than one route i.e., along source-destination and
relay-destination routes. Therefore, if packets are lost along one route, there is a probability that they
may not have lost along the other path. Secondly, due to adaptive amplification, a relay node in RACAA
increases its transmit power to the maximum level when error probability in packets is above 50%.
This combats the unfavorable channel conditions. Thirdly, RACAA chooses connected paths towards
water surface with the highest probability of successfully transferring packets, which further aids in
successful packets delivery to water surface. Although RAR also chooses connected paths towards
water surface with the highest probability of successfully transferring packets, it lacks cooperative
routing with adaptive amplification of relay nodes as in RACAA. REEP does not take into consideration
connected paths towards water surface beyond one-hop nor it takes into account the probability of
successfully transmitting a packet over a route. As a result, RACAA achieves the highest delivery of
packets to the sink.

The RAR has more packets advanced to the sink than REEP. The reason is that RAR considers
connected paths towards water surface and computes probability of successfully advancing packets
over selected routes. On the other hand, REEP chooses paths with forwarder nodes available for
one-hop neighbors only and it lacks the computation of probability of successful delivery of packets
over a selected route. As a result, RAR has more packets reached to the sink than REEP.
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Figure 4. Number of packets successfully reached to the water surface.

The residual energy behavior is presented in Figure 5, which depletes in the most rapid manner
in RACAA. This is due to the cost paid for reliable delivery of packets in the form of computation of
connected paths towards water surface, transmit power enhancement by nodes during unfavorable
conditions and cooperative routing. All these factors lead to nodes’ highest energy consumption in
RACAA and, therefor, the lowest residual energy is left with the nodes. Nodes in RAR consume
energy in the same fashion as in RACCA except that the former does not involve cooperative routing.
The absence of cooperation routing reduces energy consumption in RAR. Therefore, RAR has lower
energy consumption than RACAA. As a result, nodes have more residual energy in RAR than RACAA.
RAR considers connected paths towards sea surface and computes packets delivery probability
over a selected route. This leads to more advancement of packets towards sea surface than REEP.
Consequently, RAR’s energy consumption becomes higher than REEP that, in turn, leaves less residual
energy with RAR.
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Figure 5. Total residual energy.

The pattern with which nodes remain alive in the network is exhibited in Figure 6. The least
residual energy left with the nodes in RACAA makes the least number of nodes alive. In other words,
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RACAA has the most dead nodes due to the least residual energy left with the nodes as the network
operation proceeds. Likewise, the lower residual energy left with the nodes in RAR than REEP leaves
fewer alive nodes with the former than the latter. Alternatively, RAR has more dead nodes than REEP
as the network operates.
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Figure 6. Active nodes.

Figure 7 shows the latency pattern. The highest latency of RACAA is due to cooperative routing in
which reception of source broadcasted information is accomplished by relay and destination. The relay
node further sends the information to the destination. This almost doubles the transmission path over
which packets are transmitted. The destination further combines these packets and consumes extra
processing time. Cooperative routing is absent in RAR and REEP. As a result, latency becomes the
highest in RACAA. RAR has a shorter latency than REEP due to the difference in the transmission
manner of hello packets. Before information transmission, every time a node in REEP sends a hello
packet to the neighbors for acquiring the information necessary for forwarder selection. This introduces
extra latency and computation. On the other hand, obtaining neighbors’ information is accomplished
only in regular intervals of time in RAR. As a result, RAR has a shorter latency than REEP.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

Two routing protocols: reliability-aware routing (RAR) and reliability-aware cooperative routing
with adaptive amplification (RACAA) are proposed for underwater acoustic wireless sensor networks
(UAWSNs). RAR considers routing paths towards water surface with available relay nodes. Among all
the selected paths, the most reliable path is chosen for packets forwarding. A reliable path has
connected sensor nodes towards water surface and the highest probability of successfully transferring
the data packets to surface sink. RACCA adds cooperative routing to RAR with adaptive amplification
in which a relay node can increase its transmit power to cope with the fluctuating channel effects on
data. Simulation results exhibit that RAR has superior performance in packets delivery to sea surface
with lower delay. Similarly, RACAA further improves the packets delivery as RAR considers a single
link for data routing which may not be always reliable. Since connected paths to water surface are
chosen, nodes close to water surface bear more data traffic. To address this issue, a specific time frame
for data processing will be defined in future investigation. The sensors nodes will process data only
when they are requested by other nodes or when they sense some attribute and generate data packets
by themselves. Otherwise, the sensor nodes will remain in dormant mode to conserve energy.
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